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2023-24 LAC Drama Production / Class presentation (1C) 
Title: "Adventures in Olympia: An Amazing Tale" 

 
Cast list: 
 Role Actor/ Actress 
Overall Narrator Mason Yan (1C30)/  

Eunice Hui (1C11)/  
Scene 1 1. Athlete 1 

2. Athlete 2 
3. Athlete 3 (female) 
4. Coach 
5. Other athletes x ____ 

(in the background) 

1. Joseph Ng (1C22) 
2. Porres Chui (1C9) 
3. Sophie So (1C24) 
4. Duncan Tang (1C26) 
 
 

Scene 2 1. Spectator 1 
2. Spectator 2 
3. Vendor 
4. City Official 
5. Spectators at the back 

1. Chris Chan (1C3) 
2. Jason Chen (1C5) 
3. Alex Cheng (1C7) 
4. Chloe Chan (1C2) 
5. Yuki (1C23), Grace (1C29) 

Scene 3 1. Athletes (running) x3 
2. Athletes (wrestling) x2 
3. Athletes (javelin throwing) x1 
4. Announcer 
5. Poet 
6. Audience (cheering) 

1. Yuki (1C23), Ruby (1C8) 
2. Duncan Tang (1C26), Jason Chen (1C5) 
3. Joshua Ip (1C9) 
4. Jack Hung (1C12) 
5. Aaliyah Sung (1C25) 
 

Scene 4 1. Female Athlete 1 (FA1) 
2. Female Athlete 2 (FA2) 
3. Race Starter 
4. Athlete 1 (same as Scene 1) 

1. Letizia Tong (1C27) 
2. Christy Kwok (1C14) 
3. Ken Yip (1C32) 
4. Joseph Ng (1C22) 

Scene 5 1. Announcer (same as Scene 3) 
2. Athletes dancing and cheering 

1. Jack Hung (1C12) 
2. Joshua Ip (1C9), Jason Chen (1C5) 

Scene 6 1. Athlete 1 (same as Scene 1) 
2. Athlete 2 (same as Scene 1) 
3. Athlete 3 (F, same as Scene 3) 
4. City Official (same as Scene 2) 

1. Joseph Ng (1C22) 
2. Porres Chui (1C9) 
3. Sophie So (1C24) 
4. Chloe Chan (1C2) 
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Props list: 
 PPT background / Music / Sound effect Other props 
Scene 1  

 
 
 
 

□ Athletes’ clothing  
(with different Greek cities’ names 
on it?) 

□  

Scene 2  
 
 
 
 

 

Scene 3  
 
 
 
 

 

Scene 4  
 
 
 
 

 

Scene 5  
 
 
 
 

 

Scene 6  
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Scene 1: The Beginning of the Journey (10/5 Fri) 
(Setting: Olympia, a busy training ground where young athletes get ready for the exciting Olympic 
Games.) 
Narrator: (Off-stage) In Olympia, surrounded by old olive trees, young athletes from all 

over Greece are preparing for the great Olympic Games. 
(Athletes, wearing clothes that represent their cities, perform different activities like running and 
wrestling, guided by their wise coach.) 
Athlete 1: (Excitedly) The Games are coming! Let's use all our strengths and efforts to 

make our city proud! 
Athlete 2: (Determined) We'll be the legend in the arena, to glorify our families and our 

gods! To Zeus! (Cheering) 
Athlete 3 
(Female): 

(Energetic, entering the scene) What? A separate game for women? Well…that 
could be a way out for the females!  

Coach: (Wise and encouraging with a strong tone) Warriors of Olympia, let the spirit of 
competition fuel your dedication. May the effort from each of you be 
connected in a symphony of greatness! 

All athletes: (Cheer) Hooray!!! 
(The training ground pulsates with energy, setting the stage for the unfolding adventure.) 
 
 
Scene 2: The Gathering - People from Everywhere (14/5 Tue) 
(Setting: The majestic entrance to Olympia as athletes, spectators, and vendors converge, heralding 
the arrival of the Games.) 
Narrator: (Off-stage) As the sun ascends, Olympia transforms into a vibrant ground of 

diverse humanities. Athletes, spectators, and vendors converge, their collective 
anticipation for the championships heats up the arena. 

(Athletes from distant city-states exchange greetings, cultural nuances merging into a symphony 
of unity. Curious spectators marvel at the architectural marvels.) 
Spectator 1: (In awe) Wow! Look at the massive stadium! It's amazing! 
Spectator 2: Yes! It’s my first time to be in such a huge stadium! Impressive! 

I heard that there are separate games for women, right? Such a new way of 
competition ever! 

Spectator 1: Yup! I can’t wait to witness this historical moment in the Olympics’ history! 
Vendor: (Entering with a cart) LOOK! Olives, figs, and honey! Taste the flavors of 

Olympia, the ambrosia of champions! 
(A diverse ensemble adds depth to the scene as the convergence of people paints a vivid picture 
of unity in diversity.) 
Spectator 2: There are vendors selling snacks too. How great!  

Let’s go and get some for the games later! 
Spectator 1: Oh wait! The city’s official is about to do an announcement. Let’s pay attention 

together! 
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City Official: (Entering) Welcome, emissaries from various lands! May this celebration of 
your strength, courage, and competence also become a sign of unity for our 
city-states!  
Today, we gather not only to witness remarkable athletic achievements but to 
celebrate the values that the Olympics represent—fair play, sportsmanship, 
and friendship.  
Therefore, with great honor and pride, I declare the Olympic Games officially 
open! 

 
Scene 3: The Splendor Revealed - Olympic Events Extravaganza (9/5 Thu) 
(Setting: The special main stadium, hosting a lot of events that show the top of ancient athleticism.) 
Narrator: (Off-stage) The special stadium transforms into a theater of splendor, where 

athletic performances shine through skill and strength. 
(Athletes participate in many events - running, wrestling, javelin throwing, chariot racing - each 
moment telling special stories in the memories of the crowd. The atmosphere is charged with 
excitement as the announcer leads the spectacle.) 
Announcer: (With lively excitement) Watch the best part of the wrestling competition, 

where strong competitors compete for the top victory! Who among these 
brave competitors will be the best? 

(The audience, caught up in the excitement, becomes a part of the unfolding adventure.) 
Poet: (Entering, reciting verses) In the field of bravery, where muscles work hard and 

spirits fly high, let the verses of success be carved in the history of Olympia's 
tales! 

 
 
Scene 4: The Heraean Odyssey - A Celebration of Feminine Might (10/5 Fri) 
(Setting: A quiet oasis within Olympia dedicated to the Heraean Games, a special celebration of the 
strength and grace of female athletes.) 
Narrator: (Off-stage) In the quiet corners of Olympia, a celebration happens - the 

Heraean Games, a proof of the strong and graceful women. 
(Women athletes, wearing beautiful clothes, take part in races, archery, and various events, 
showing their strength and grace. The crowd, enchanted, becomes a chorus celebrating 
differences.) 
Female Athlete 
1 (FA1): 

(With strong pride) On this special ground, we redefine strength, going beyond 
the limits of gender! 

Female Athlete 
2 (FA2): 

(With strong pride) Yes! We may not have the same strength as men, but our 
spirit, our sportsmanship would never lose! 

Race Starter: (Raise a flag for the start of the race) On your mark…set…go! (Flag down) 
(Female Athlete 1 & 2 races on the track. The competition was keen. FA2 took the lead but 
suddenly she tripped and fell before the finishing line. FA1 won the race but she returned and 
spread her arm to help FA2.) 
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Female Athlete 
1 (FA1):  

(Give FA2 a hand) Take my hand, our heroine. 

Female Athlete 
2 (FA2): 

Thank you, my competitor, and my friend! 
 

Athlete 1: (Passes by and witness the women race, looked surprised and respectful) Wow, 
they could do more I could have imagined! 

(The scene smoothly transitions to the exciting awards ceremony.) 
 
 
 
Scene 5: The Altis Soirée - A Feast of Winners (9/5 Thu) 
(Setting: The peaceful Altis grove, where winners are honored in a rich feast.) 
Narrator: (Off-stage) As the sun gracefully sets, the Altis grove becomes the background 

for a happy celebration, as winners enjoy the honor given to them. 
(Athletes, covered in leafy wreaths, see statues showing their victories. The air is filled with music, 
and the celebration feast starts.) 
Announcer: (With joyful excitement) Gentlemen and all citizens! Athletes and judges! Let’s 

celebrate with a great round of applause! 
(Proudly presents) May your appreciation specially extended to our female 
partners, who never let go of their respect, spirit, and sportsmanship! Let the 
strong spirit of the Games echo through time! Until we come together again in 
Olympia's hug! 

(The joyful crowd, now a part of the grand adventure, comes together in a big and fancy dance, 
marking the climax of this timeless tale.) 
 
 
Scene 6: The Going Away - Sounds in the Wind (10/5 Fri) 
(Setting: The edges of Olympia as athletes and spectators get ready to leave.) 
Narrator: (Off-stage) As the sun rises again, the time comes for goodbyes and leaving. 

The wind carries sounds of laughter, cheers, and the deep feeling of the 
Olympic tale. 

(Athletes give small gifts to show friendship, spectators say bye to the city of Olympia.) 
Athlete 1: As an athlete, every win and loss tell a story, a part in the grand tale of 

Olympia. Apart from our achievement, I’m more excited to have met all of you! 
(hug other athletes) 

Athlete 2: 
 

(look at Athlete 1) Nice to meet you too! It’s my pleasure to race with all the 
top athletes from different cities! (shake hands with Athlete 1)  

Athlete 3 
(Female): 

Men and women, differences in strengths and racetracks, but united in 
sportsmanship! I’m really honoured to be a part of the Olympic Games! 
(exchange gift with other athletes) 
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City Official: (Thankful) Congratulations to all the winners again and we truly appreciate all 
athletes’ efforts. May your journeys be as happy as your performances in our 
special city. Until we meet again in the hug of competition! 

(Athletes, spectators, and city leaders go away, their sounds staying in the wind as Olympia goes 
back to its peaceful beauty.) 
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2023-24 1C Drama Production / Class presentation 
 
Title: "Adventures in Olympia: An Amazing Tale" 
 
Scene 1: The Beginning of the Journey 
(Setting: Olympia, a busy training ground where young athletes get ready for the exciting 
Olympic Games.) 
 
Narrator: (Off-stage) In Olympia, surrounded by old olive trees, young athletes from all over 
Greece are training for the big Olympic Games. 
 
(Athletes, wearing clothes that represent their cities, do different activities like running and 
wrestling, guided by their wise coach.) 
 
Athlete 1: (Excitedly) The Games are coming! Let's train hard and make our city proud! 
 
Athlete 2: (Determined) We'll be legends in the arena, making our families and the gods 
happy! 
 
Athlete 3: (Energetic, entering the scene) What's this I hear of separate games for women? 
A saga within a saga! 
 
Coach: (Wise and encouraging) Warriors of Olympia, let the spirit of competition fuel your 
dedication. Each of you is a note in the symphony of greatness! 
 
(The training ground pulsates with energy, setting the stage for the unfolding adventure.) 
 
Scene 2: The Gathering - People from Everywhere 
(Setting: The majestic entrance to Olympia as athletes, spectators, and vendors converge, 
heralding the arrival of the Games.) 
 
Narrator: (Off-stage) With the sun ascending, Olympia transforms into a vibrant tapestry 
woven with the threads of diverse humanity. Athletes, spectators, and vendors converge, 
their collective anticipation creating an atmosphere pregnant with expectation. 
(Athletes from distant city-states exchange greetings, cultural nuances merging into a 
symphony of unity. Curious spectators marvel at the architectural marvels.) 
 
Spectator 1: (In awe) Behold the colossal stadium! It's amazing! 
 
Spectator 2: (Inquisitive) Separate games for women? Such intricacies weave an intriguing 
narrative into this grand tapestry! 
 
Vendor: (Entering with a cart) Olives, figs, and honey! Taste the flavors of Olympia, the 
ambrosia of champions! 
 
(A diverse ensemble adds depth to the scene as the convergence of people paints a vivid 
picture of unity in diversity.) 
 
City Official: (Entering) Welcome, emissaries from various lands! May this celebration of 
prowess be a beacon of unity for our city-states! 
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Scene 3: The Splendor Revealed - Olympic Events Extravaganza 
(Setting: The special main stadium, hosting a lot of events that show the top of ancient 
athleticism.) 
 
Narrator: (Off-stage) The special stadium transforms into a theater of splendor, where the 
heart of human athleticism unfolds in a dance of skill and strength. 
 
(Athletes participate in many events - running, wrestling, javelin throwing, chariot racing - 
each moment telling special stories in the memories of the crowd. The atmosphere is 
charged with excitement as the announcer leads the spectacle.) 
 
Announcer: (With lively excitement) Watch the best part of the wrestling competition, where 
strong competitors compete for the top victory! Who among these brave competitors will be 
the best? 
 
(The audience, caught up in the excitement, becomes a part of the unfolding adventure.) 
 
Poet: (Entering, reciting verses) In the field of bravery, where muscles work hard and spirits 
fly high, let the verses of success be carved in the history of Olympia's tales! 
 
Scene 4: The Heraean Odyssey - A Celebration of Feminine Might 
(Setting: A quiet oasis within Olympia dedicated to the Heraean Games, a special 
celebration of the strength and grace of female athletes.) 
 
Narrator: (Off-stage) In the quiet corners of Olympia, a celebration happens - the Heraean 
Games, a proof of the strong and graceful women. 
 
(Women athletes, wearing beautiful clothes, take part in races, archery, and various events, 
showing their strength and grace. The crowd, enchanted, becomes a chorus celebrating 
differences.) 
 
Female Athlete 2: (With strong pride) On this special ground, we redefine strength, going 
beyond the limits of gender! 
 
(The scene smoothly transitions to the exciting awards ceremony.) 
 
Scene 5: The Altis Soirée - A Feast of Winners 
(Setting: The peaceful Altis grove, where winners are honored in a rich feast.) 
 
Narrator: (Off-stage) As the sun gracefully sets, the Altis grove becomes the background for 
a happy celebration, as winners enjoy the honor given to them. 
 
(Athletes, covered in leafy wreaths, see statues showing their victories. The air is filled with 
music, and the celebration feast starts.) 
 
Announcer: (With joyful excitement) Let the strong spirit of the Games echo through time! 
Until we come together again in Olympia's hug! 
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(The joyful crowd, now a part of the grand adventure, comes together in a big and fancy 
dance, marking the climax of this timeless tale.) 
 
Scene 6: The Symposium - A Night of Thinking Together 
(Setting: A big hall where athletes, thinkers, and city leaders gather for a post-Olympic 
symposium.) 
Narrator: (Off-stage) As the happy moments in the Altis grove wind down, a symposium 
starts, where minds come together to think about the Games and their bigger meaning. 
 
(Athletes talk with thinkers, sharing ideas and experiences. The atmosphere is one of smart 
exploration.) 
 
Philosopher: (Thoughtful) In the journey for great physical ability, we find the real part of the 
human spirit. The Games show our endless effort. 
 
Athlete 3: (Thinking) Every win and loss tells a story, a part in the grand tale of Olympia. We 
are like actors in this timeless show. 
 
(As the symposium happens, more characters join the discussion, making a tapestry of 
smart talk.) 
 
Scene 7: The Going Away - Sounds in the Wind 
(Setting: The edges of Olympia as athletes and spectators get ready to leave.) 
 
Narrator: (Off-stage) As the sun rises again, the time comes for goodbyes and leaving. The 
wind carries sounds of laughter, cheers, and the deep feeling of the Olympic tale. 
 
(Athletes give small gifts to show friendship, spectators say bye to the city of Olympia.) 
 
City Official 2: (Thankful) May your journeys be as happy as your performances in our 
special city. Until we meet again in the hug of competition! 
 
(Athletes, spectators, and city leaders go away, their sounds staying in the wind as Olympia 
goes back to its peaceful beauty.) 
 
[End of "Adventures in Olympia: An Amazing Tale"] 
 
 


